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Abstract
Spoofing attacks conducted via logical methods such as

voice synthesis, and voice conversion could significantly de-
grade the performance of a speaker verification system. In
recent years, there have been many efforts to develop an in-
tegrated speaker verification system which is robust against
spoofing attacks. However, there are only a few efforts to de-
sign a single model capable of rejecting both utterances spo-
ken by different speakers as well as spoofing utterances. In
this work, we proposed a multi-task Conformer with Statisti-
cal Pooling model for speaker verification and voice spoofing
detection. Our system achieved a SASV EER of 1.8% with the
ASVspoof 2019 LA evaluation set.
Index Terms: speaker verification, speaker verification, spoof-
ing speaker detection

1. Introduction
X-Vector [1] and its variants [2, 3] have been state-of-the-art
methods for the automatic speaker verification (ASV) problem.
These models adopted Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN)
layers to capture short and long context features of speakers.
Furthermore, to adapt non-fixed length inputs, X-Vector mod-
els implemented a pooling layer to aggregate frame-level em-
beddings into a fixed-length embedding. A statistical pooling is
implemented to calculate frame-level features’ mean and stan-
dard deviation. However, this method assigns equal weight to
all frames, ignoring the importance of some special frames.
Therefore, some recent studies have added an attention layer to
pooling layers. For example, Okabe [4] weighted on the mean
and standard deviation of the signal frames. These weights are
learned by an attention mechanism. Zhu [4] introduced a pool-
ing mechanism based on self-attention and multiple attention
heads. However, a common limitation of these methods is that
the weights of the signal frames are scalar. As a result, the ele-
ments in each frame have the same weight when calculating the
mean and standard deviation, leading to missing essential fea-
tures. Recently Desplanques [5] proposed an ECAPA-TDNN
model using 1D Res2Net blocks with residual connections to
improve the previous X-Vector model.

In addition, various methods have been proposed to tackle
spoofing speaker detection. Jung [6] proposed a Gaussian Mix-
ture Model (GMM) using six different hand-crafted features.
Volkova [7] proposed Light Convolution Neural Network (Light
CNN) architecture for detecting different types spoofing attack.
Tak [8] proposed an end-to-end anti-spoofing system based on
Rawnet2 model. More recently, Jung [9] designed a graph at-
tention network using both spectral and temporal features for
this task.

However, there are little-to-no studies to build a multi-task
model for both speaker verification and anti-spoofing. Such
spoofing aware speaker verification (SASV) system could avoid
sub-optimal results, simplify the training process, and further

reduce computation cost. Besides, in recent researches, Con-
former [10] model has proven remarkably good for automatic
speech recognition systems, thanks to its ability to capture local
context progressively via a local receptive field layer by layer.
Instead of using convolution and self-attention mechanism in-
dividually, Conformer combines them together to learn both
position-wise local features and content-based global interac-
tions in each utterance. For these reasons, it’s worth of investi-
gating its effectiveness in speaker verification and anti-spoofing
systems.

In this work, we proposes using Conformer block [10] in-
stead of TDNN layer in the X-Vector model for spoofing aware
speaker verification system. The rest of this work is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces our system architecture. Sec-
tion 3 presents achieved results on the ASVspoof 2019 LA
dataset.

2. Proposed System
Our model is presented in Figure 1. We use a statistical pooling
layer to aggregate frame-level embeddings into a fixed-length
embedding. We use two loss functions. The first one (SV) aims
to help model learn speaker embeddings.

LossSV = CrossEntropyLoss(spk utts, spk ids) (1)

The second loss (SASV) aims to help the model distinguish
among target utterances and nontarget or spoofing utterances.

LossSASV = CrossEntropyLoss(utti, uttj) (2)

The training loss of this model is as follows:

Loss = LossSV + α× LossSASV , (3)

where α value is a hyperparameter. The obtained embed-
ding before the final fully connected layer is concatenated
with two embeddings from pre-trained speaker model ECAPA-
TDNN [11] and anti-spoofing model AASIST [11]. The
speaker’s embedding is averaged over all enrollment utterances.

3. Experimental results
We only use the ASVspoof 2019 LA dataset [12] for training
the proposed model. The total parameters of our model is about
15M parameters.

The obtained EER results on the development and evalu-
ation protocol are presented in Table 1 where SV-EER, SPF-
EER are SASV-EER are the equal error rate of each model
on speaker verification, spoofing detection, and spoofing aware
speaker verification tasks, respectively. Our proposal achieved
70% relative SASV improvement over baselines in the Chal-
lenge 2022 on the evaluation set.
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Figure 1: Multi-task conformer-based speaker embedding net-
work.

Table 1: Compare EER (%) of our model with other baselines
in the SASV Challenge 2022[11]

Model SV-EER SPF-EER SASV-EER
Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval

ECAPA-TDNN 1.88 1.63 20.03 30.75 17.38 23.83
Baseline1 32.88 35.32 0.06 0.67 13.07 19.31
Baseline2 12.87 11.48 0.13 0.78 4.85 6.37
Our model 2.91 2.42 0.07 0.97 1.82 1.86

4. Conclusion
This paper proposed a multi-task Conformer-based speaker em-
bedding network for join optimizing speaker verification and
spoofing detection tasks. The obtained results are very promis-
ing and competitive compared to previous works.
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